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Quality Assurance Program Review and Audit Report
Phase I

Seismic Safety-Related Design Services
Performed for PGSE

By
URS/J. A. Blume 5. Associates, Engineers

Prior to June, 1978

Introduction

Scope:

On January 26, 1982, R. F. Reedy, Inc. completed the
Quality Assurance Review and Audit of URS/J.A. Blume 5,

Associates, Engineers (URS/Blume).

The purpose of this review and audit was to address the
adequacy of URS/Blume's quality assurance procedures,
controls and practices concerning the development,
accuracy and transmittal of seismic safety-related
information by URS/Blume to PGhE and other consultants to
PGSE. The basis of this review and audit was to determineif the URS/Blume Quality Assurance Program as implemented
prior to June 1978 met the applicable requirements of
lOCFR50, Appendix B, for the seismic safety-related design
services performed for PGSE's Diablo Canyon Unit 1 Plant.

Type of Design Services:

During the time period in question, URS/Blume performed
structural design and analysis, prepared seismic criteria,
dynamic analyses of. piping, reanalyses, and various
consulting services.

Contracts:

Appendix B to this report is the listing provided to us of
URS/Blume work 'performed for the PGSE Diablo Canyon
Project. As is evident from this listing, most of the
work performed was seismic safety-related. In, addition,
work was subcontracted from URS/Blume to others, including
GEO-RECON, Inc. (geophysical explorations and laboratory
testing), Woodward-Clyde-Shepard 5 Associates (laboratory
tests), Jason Bloom (independent review of turbine
building) and Pyle Laboratories.

Evaluation Criteria:
Our Quality Assurance Review of URS/Blume used the
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applicable requirements of 10CFR50, Appendix B, and
Standard N45.2.11 as the Quality Assurance Criteria to be
met. We evaluated the URS/Blume Quality Assurance Manuals
used during the time the activities were performed and
reviewed documentation and records to evaluate implementa-
tion compliance with the Quality Assurance Program.

Conclusions

On the basis of our review of URS/Blume's Manuals and
documentation applicable during this time period (pre-
June, 1978), we conclude that:

l. URS/Blume did not establish or implement a Quality
Assurance program that met the applicable re-
quirements of 10CFR50, Appendix B.

2. There was no objective evidence that an equivalent
program or system of controls was in effect during
this time period.

~FXndin s

1. URS/Blume did not establish or implement a Quality
Assurance program that met the applicable require-
ments of 10CFR50,'ppendix B.

2. The Hosgri Report was not developed or issued by
URS/Blume as a controlled design document.

Observations

The results of the URS/Blume review were categorized as
comments rather than Observations because no QA program
was used for this work. Selected comments noted during
the review are included in Appendix E to this report.

Method of Review

The method. of our review for URS/Blume consisted of the
following steps enumerated as 1 through 5 below:

An introductory meeting was held with URS/Blume
personnel on December 28, 1981. The purpose of this
meeting was to obtain some understanding of the
URS/Blume organization and the type of design
services they performed. We also indicated the type
of Quality Assurance review we would be making. Our
questions during this meeting were based on a
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preliminary review of the URS/Blume Quality Assurance
Manual. Attachment A'ists the URS/Blume, PGSE and
R. F. Reedy, Inc. personnel in attendance at all
meetings with URS/Blume.

We reviewed the URS/Blume Quality Assurance Manual,
Rev. 2, (November 19, 1976), provided as applicable
to URS/Blume activities prior to June 1978. This
review consisted of a comparison of the Program
against the 10CFR50, Appendix B, criteria re-
quirements for (I) Organization; (II) Program; (III)
Design Control; (IV) Procurement Document Control;
(V) Instructions, Procedures and Drawings: (VI)
Document Control; (VII) Control of Purchased
Material, Equipment, and Services; (XVI) Corrective
Action; (XVII) Quality Assurance Records; and (XVIII)
Audits. These criteria of Appendix B were selected as
being applicable to a design organization such as
URS/Blume. The Program Review Checklist is included
as Appendix C of this report. Where the Program
Review Checklist indicates a programmatic omission or
question the issue was included for consideration
during. the audit. (Subsequent to the Manual review
we were informed that the Quality Assurance Manual
was not invoked in PGRE orders prior to June, 1978.)

An audit checklist derived from the URS/Blume QA
Manual and which was responsive.to the referenced.
Appendix B criteria and ANSI Standard N45.2.11,
Section 6;3.1, was prepared. During the audit (4.,
below) it became evident that our audit checklist was
not applicable and it was no't used; and, therefore it
is not included in this report.
The Quality Assurance audit of URS/Blume was
performed on January 18 and 19, 1982, with a follow-
up visit on January 26, 1982. During review of the
listing of work performed 'y URS/Blume for PGSE
(Appendix B to this report) it was stated that a
partial URS/Blume quality assurance program had been
applied only for contracts*: 6907-27(0902) In'-

'vestigation and Design of Turbine Building for New
7.5 magnitude Hosgri, started. July 1976; 6902-28
Diablo Piping Reanalysis, started March 1977; 6902-29
Diablo Unit 2 Hanger Review, started October 1977;
and, 6902-30 Diablo G-Line Anchor Review.

URS/Blume stated that the partial program was defined
as that outlined in an August 30, '1977, letter DAL to
JOS. (Included in Appendix D to this report.) Prior

Shown with a single asterisk in Appendix B to this
report.
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to that time, August 1977, Blume stated that an
informal program of "good engineering practices" had
been used. , Blume further stated that the Quality
Manual was not applied to PGSE work in its entiretyuntil June 1, 1978. Blume informed us that the
Quality Assurance program was not invoked unless
required by the client.
PGRE letter, FFM to JAB July ll, 1978, required all
further work on the Hosgri seismic evaluation to be
conducted in accordance with the URS/Blume Quality
Assurance Manual dated December 16, 1977. Note that
this is QAM Revision 4, which was approved by PGhE in
the letter JP to RFR, March 1, 1978.

At this point we determined that for'the Phase One
review, an adequate formal Quality Assurance program
had not been established for PGSE work performed by
URS/Blume. Me then attempted to review existing
objective evidence against our audit checklist to
determine whether or not there was documented
evidence that "good engineering practices" were used
which could be evaluated as an informal equivalent
controlled system. The objective evidence reviewed
did not support such an equivalency having been in
effect prior to June, 1978. There was no evidence of
design inputs or design documents being controlled or
of design verification being performed.

On January 26, 1982 we revisited URS/Blume to
determine whether or not the work performed prior to
June, 1978 was reverified after that date under the
provisions of an acceptable Quality Assurance
program. If URS/Blume had reverified the Hosgri
evaluation under the provisions of an acceptable QA
program this would provide a chance to minimize the
impact of the design work performed prior to June
1978. During this visit it was determined that Blume
did not .do a complete reevaluation of the Hosgri
design work under this later version of the QA
program.
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URS BLUME ATTENDANCE LIST

Name

R. F. Reedy

P. J. Herbert

M. S. Gibbons

R. F. Petrokas

D. A. Lang

N. Aden-Gleason

~Com an

R. F. REEDY, 1NC.

R. F. REEDY, INC.

R. F. REEDY, INC.

R. F. REEDY, INC.

URS/BLUME

URS/BLUME

R. Gallagher ' URS/BLUME

o

M
8

X X X X

X X X

X X X

X X X X

X X X X

X ~ X

J. P. Nicoletti
L.

Malik'.

E. Skjei
D. Jhaveri

V. J. Ghio

F. Zerebinski

URS/BLUME

URS/BLUME

URS/BLUME

URS/BLUME

PGS:E

X X

X X X

X X X X
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APPENDIX B

URS/BLUME WORK FOR PGSE

ON DIABLO CANYON
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Page 1 of 4

URS/Blume Work for PGSE on Diablo Can on

The following is a compilation of all known job numbers and associated work scopes
of Blume work on Diablo Canyon. The start date is based on the date the job num-

ber application form was submitted; the end date is based on the final billing
date.

I. Work Be un Before June 1 1978: .

Start End
Date Date Job No. Sco e Comments

10/66 12/66 6633

8/67 8/68 -01

Consulting services to establish
EQ exposure and design criteria.

Site response investigation
studies.

5/68 -02 Prepare seismic design criteria
for use in Safety Analysis
Report.

e

12/66 4/69 6868 Uni t 1 Turbine Bui 1 ding, Final
Design construction drawings,
exterior structural framing.

9/66 -01 Checking of shop drawings for
structural steel.

Not relevant except
"as-bu i 1 t" drawings.

3/70 4/70

5/70 7/70 7015

-02 pipe Anchor, structural analy-
sis and design

Diablo Canyon Unit 2, prepare
construction contract drawings,
exterior turbine building
structure.

-Ol Shop drawings.

-02 Pipe anchor structural analysis.

Not relevant, except
"as-built" drawings.

9/70 1/71 7038 Provide design and consultation
assistance to PG6E staff.

8/71 7124 Special reviews concerning the
new intervenor, questions on
Unit 2.

11/71 12/71 7143

URS/Blume — March 5, 1982
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Page 2 of 4

Start End
End Date C. i Ho. Sco e Comments

1/69

6/69

6/69

"- --- --6/69--—---

6/69 8/69

11/69

6902
(0902)

-01

-02

-03

-04

-05

Diablo Canyon Units 1 S 2,
seismic analysis and consultation.

Unit 1, develop criteria for
screening pipes for analysis.

Perform dynamic analysis'of
main steam pipes.

Perform dynamic analysis of feed-
water pipes.

Analysis and report, Turbine
Building Unit l.
Finite element analysis of
containment structure.

Not relevant

1/70 -06 Dynamic analysis of contain-
ment spray pipe.

3/70 -07 Piping analysis report.

1/71 12/75

1/71 2/73

2/71 4/75

5/71 7/74

6/71 3/75

6/71 3/75

2/72 12/72

2/72 5/75

-08

«09

-10

-12

-13

-14

"15

Piping analysis, containment
spray feeders 1 6 2.

P i p i ng an a lys i s, accumu 1 a to r
coolant loops,l S 2.

Piping analysis, component
cooling water system.

Piping analysis, pressurizer
surge line, dynamic analysis.

Res i dua 1 hea t remova 1 sys tern,
loop. 3 S 4, dynamic ana l ys i s.

of piping.

Seismic analysis of safety
injection loops 3 S 4.

Boric acid concentration
supply, dynamic analysis 'of
piping.

Auxiliary feed water supply
system, dynamic and dead
load analysis of piping systems.

5/72 12/74

,11/72 7/74

-16

-17

Analysis of boron injection
tank.

Ass i s t PGSE i'n p repa ra t ion of
FSAR.
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Start End
.Date....Date Job No. Sco e Comments

2/73 8/73 -18

7/73

Dead load analysis of piping
sys tern.

Review seismic criteria for
Hosgri fault and updated NRC

requirements.
" Containment Structure
" Auxiliary Building
- Outdoor Storage Tanks

Intake Structure
- Turbine Building 6 Pedestal
- Cranes (4):

Polar
Fuel Handli'ng
Intake
Turbine

9/73 10/73 6902-20
(0902)

Analysi s of exhaust vent for
capability to resist wind loads
and missi'les.

4/74 ll/74

11/74 3/75

"2'I "

-22

Investigate effects of pipe
rupture in EQ resistance and
structural stability of the
Turbine Building.

Review impact of new seismic
requirements on Containment
Structure.

Not relevant-

Not relevant

5/75 4/76

6/75 9/75

11/75 3/76

4/76 6/79

7/76 10/79

-23

-24

-25

-26*

2 7 +I

Reanalysis of Turbine Build-
ing for 0.4g DDE, 0.5g
Parkfield, and 0.5g Castaic
EQ'.

Initial studies on cou'pled
interior structure and NSSS

analysis for Hosgri motions.

Consul tat ion rev iew and ana I y-
sis on Class 1 pi.ping.

Seismic analys<,s of Intake
Structure for 0.75g Hosgri EQ.

Investi'gation andiredesign of
Turbine Bui'lding for new 7.5
magni'tude Hosgri EQ.'DCC
work}

Not relevant

Not relevant

3/77 8/78 -28:> Diablo Piping Reanalysi.s.
URS/Blume — March 5, 1982
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Start End
Date Date Job No. Sco e Comments

10/77 12/81 -29"- Diablo Unit 2 Hanger Review.

4/78 5/79 -30- Diablo G-Line Anchor Review,

IE. Work Be un After June 1, 1978:

7/78 5/81 6902-'31"-"c
(0902)

Fire Protection System.

7/78 10/78.

7/78 10/78 .

8/78 11/78

32&iii

33 AJ%

-34';A

DSC work on cranes (redesign
of cranes in Turbine Bldg.,
Auxiliary Bldg. and Contain-
ment Structure).

DSC work on pedestal mods
(redesign Turbine Bldg.
pedestal).

DSC design reviews on Con-
tainment Structure, Turbine
Bldg. 6 Pedestal, and Cranes:
Polar, Fuel Handling, Intake
F Turbine, Outdoor Water
Storage Tank.

4/80 7/80 - -35A- Diablo Fire System Base
Plates Ana 1 ys i s.

4/80 5/80 -36m* Diablo Civil-Mechanical
Loads Coordi'nation.

Partial QA Project
Full QA Project

URS/Blume — March 5, 1982
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R. F. REEDY, INC.

PROGRAM REVIEW CHECKLIST

~ ~

ORGANIZATION. URS/John A. Blume G Associates, Engineers

ADDRESS: 130 Jessie Street

San Francisco, CA 94105

QA PROGRAM REpERENCE- QA Manual, Rev,. 2

November 19, 1976

REVIEW CONDUCTED BY:

REVIEWED BY:

DATE: ~ 2. g/
DATE: /
DATE: //Zlg Z

DATE:

NO. OF PAGES:
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PROGRAM REVIEW CHECKLIST
URS/BLUME Page 1 of 20

[TEM
NO.

Diablo Can on

REQUIREMENT

Sub ect:
PROGRAM AND

PROCEDURE

REFERENCES

YES NO N/A

Pa e of

REVIEW COMMENTS

The applicant shall be responsible
for the establishment and execution
of the quality assurance program.
The applicant may delegate to
others, such as contractors, agents
or consultants, the work of estab-
Lishing and executing the quality
assurance program, or any part
thereof, but shaLL retain responsi-
bility therefor.

QA Manual
Revision 0
5/1/75 or
8/15/75

Section 2.1 is marked Rev.O,
5/1/75; other Sections marked
Rev.O are dated 8/15/75.

2. The authority and duties of per- .

sons and organizations performing
activities affecting the safety-
related functions of structuresj
systems, and components shall be
clear Ly established and delineated
in writing. These activities
include both the performing func-
tions of attaining quality objec-
tives and the quality assurance
functions. The quality assurance
functions are those of (a) assuring
that an appropriate quality assur-
ance program is established and
effectively executed and (b) veri-
fying, such as by checking, audit-
ing, and inspection, that activi-
ties affecting the safety-related
functions have been correctly
performed.

3.1 Resoonsibilities are described.

URS/Blume — March 5, 1982
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URS/BLUME Page 2 of 20

PROGRAM REVIEW CHECKLIST

?ROJECT: Diablo Can on Sub ect: Pa e of

iTEM
NO.

3 ~

REQUIREMENT

The persons and organizations per-
forming quality assurance functions
shall have sufficient authority and
organizational freedom to identify
quality problems; to initiate~
recommend~ or provide solutions; and
to verify implementation of solu-
tions. Such persons and organiza-
tions performing quality assurance
functions shaLL report to a manage-
ment Level such that this required.
authority and organizational free-
dom, including sufficient indepen-
dence from cost and schedule when
opposed to safety considerations~
are provided.

PROGRAM AND

PROCEDURE
REFERENCES

3.1

YES NO N/A REVIEW COMMENTS

QA Manager reports directly
to Executive V.P. However,
QA Engineers are selected from
staff, and report to QA Manager
for QA functions, but for hiring
and salary purposes they apparently
report to a manager who is
responsible for the work being
verified.

4 ~ ...the individuaL(s) assigned the
responsibility for assuring effec-
tive execution of any portion of the
quality assurance program at any
location where activities subject
to this Appendix are being per-
formed shaLL have direct access to
such levels of management as may be
necessary to perform this function.

3.1 'x QA Manager reports to Executive
V.P.
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. URS/BLUME Page 3 of 20

PROGRAM REVIEW CHECKLIST

'ROJECT: Diablo Can on Sub ect: II Pro ram (A . B) Pa e of

.TEM
NO.

REQUIREMENT

PROGRAM AND

PROCEDURE

REFERENCES
YES NO N/A REVIEW COMMENTS

The applicant shall establish at
the earliest practicable time, con-
sistent with the schedule for accom-'.

pLishing the activities, a quality
assurance program which complies wit
the requirements of this Appendix.
This program shall be documented by
written policies, procedures, or
instructions, and shall be carried
out throughout plant Life in accor-
dance with those policies~ proce-
dures, or instructions.

QA Manual
Revision 0
8/15/75

No supporting procedures are
referenced, but the QA Manual
says that organizational and
procedures manuals do exist and
amplify QA Manual requirements.

2. The applicant shaLL identify the
structures, systems, and components
to be covered by -the quality assur-
ance program and the major organiza-
tions participating in the program~
together with the designated func-
tions of these organizations.

2.1 Applicable to any project that
requires quality assurance.
No specifics provided.
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URS/BLUME Page 4 of 20

PROGRAM REVIEW CHECKLIST

PROJECT: Diablo Can on Sub ect: II Pro ram (A . 8) Pa e of

iTEM

iNO.
REqUIREMENT

PROGRAM AND

PROCEDURE

REFERENCES
YES NO N/A REVIEW COMMENTS

3. The quality assurance program
shaLL provide control over activi-
ties affecting the quality of the
identified structures, systems, and
components, to an extent consistent
with their importance to safety.

Not considered.

4 Activities affecting quality
shalL be accomplished under suitably
controlled conditions. Conditions
include the use of appropriate equi
ment; suitabLe environmental condi-
tions for accomplishing the activ-
ity, such as adequate cleannessg and
assurance that alL'prerequisites for
the given activity have been satis-
fied.

5. The program shall take into
account the need for speciaL con-
trols, processes test equipment
tools, and skills to attain the re-
quired quality, and the need for
verification of quality by inspec-
tion and test.

URS/Blume - March 5, 1982
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URS/BLUME Page 5 of 20

PROGRAM REVIEW CHECKLIST

'RO3ECT: Diablo Can on Sub ect: IX Pro ram (A . B) Pa e 3 of
iTEM
NO.

REQUIREMENT
PROGRAM AND

PROCEDURE

REFERENCES
YES NO N/A REVIEW COMMENTS

6. The program shall provide for
indoctrination and training of per- .

sonneL performing activities affec-
ting quaLity as necessary to assure
that suitable profic iency i s
achieved and maintained.

3.3 Performed by QA Manager and
Project Manager. Specific content
of training and indoctrination
programs is probably not document-
ed.

7. The applicant shall regularly
review the status and adequacy of
the quality assurance program. Han-
agement of other organizations par-
ticipating in the quality assurance
program shaLL regularly review the
status and adequacy of that part of
the quality assurance program which
they are executing.

3.2 Annual report by QA Manager to'xecutive V.P. No.other review
by upper management than reading
QA Manager's report. QA organ-
ization is apparently not
reviewed.
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URS/BLUME Page.6 of 20

PROGRAM REVIEW CHECKLIST

''ROJECT:Diablo Can on Sub ect! III Desi o o Pa e of

[TEM
NO.

REQUIREMENT

PROGRAM AND

PROCEDURE

REFERENCES

YES ~ NO N/A REVIEW COMMENTS

Measures shaLL be established to
assure that applicabLe regulatory
requirements and the design basis,
as defined in Para. 50.2 and as
specified in the License applica-
tion, for those structures, sytems
and components to ~hich this
Appendix applies are correctly
translated into specifications,
drawings, procedures, and instruc-
tions.

4. 1-3
4.8-3

2. These measures shall include
provisions to assure that appropri-
ate quality standards are specified
and included in design documents
and that deviations from such stan-
dards are controlled.

4.1-3
4.8-3

4.10-3

Quality Assurance input to design
criteria is not addressed.

Revisions made after a design
review are not required to be
reviewed.
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URS/BLUME Page 8 of 20

PROJECT: Diablo Can on

i PROGRAM (REVIEW CHECKLIST

Sub ect: I es o Pa e of
ITEM
NO.

REQU IREMENT
PROGRAM AND

PROCEDURE

REFERENCES
YES NO N/A REVIEW COMMENTS

6. The design controL measures
shall provide for verifying or
checking the adequacy of design~
such as by the performance of design
reviews, by the use of alternative
or simplified calculational methods~
or by the performance of a suitable .

testing program. The verifying or
checking process shall be performed
by individuals or groups other than
those who performed the originaL
design, but who may be from the
same organization. Where a test
program is used to verify the ade-
quacy of a specific design feature
in Lieu of other verifying or
checking processes, it shall in-
clude suitable qualifications test-
ing of a prototype-unit under the
most adverse design conditions.
Design control measures shaLL be
applied to items such as the fol-
Lowing: reactor physics, stress/
thermaL, hydraulic, and accident
analyses; compatibility of mater-
ials; accessibility for inservice
inspection, maintenance, and
repair; and delineation of accept-
ance criteria for inspections and
tests.

4.10 Methods of design review are
not described. Qualification
requirements for design review
personnel are not clear. Design
review criteria are to be
established, and are not des-
cribed in the {}A Manual.
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URS/BLUME Page l2 of 2Q

PROGRAM REVIEW CHECKLIST

R03ECT: Diablo Can on Sub ect: VI Document Control (A . 8 Pa e 1 of I

rEM
CO.

REQUIREMENT

PROGRAM AND

PROCEDURE

REFERENCES

YES NO
I

N/A REVIEW COMMEilTS

Measures shaLL be established to
controL the issuance of documents~
such as instructions, proceduresg
and drawings, including changes
thereto, which prescribe all activi-
ties~ affecting quality.

4r
5.1

Criteria, calculations, computer
programs, drawings, reports, and
specifications are reviewed and
approved. Distribution is not
adequately described.

These measures shall assure that
documents, including changes, are
reviewed for adequacy and approved
for release by authorized personneL,
and are distributed to and used at
the Location where the prescribed
activity is performed.

4 ~

5.1
See Xtem 1. Document control
procedures do not cover control
of distribution of procedures,
instructions', and drawings.

,3. Changes to documents shall be
reviewed and approved by the same
organizations that performed the
original review and approval unless
the applicant designates another
responsible organization.

4.10-3 Revisions made after a design review
are not required to be reviewed.
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URS/BLUME Page 13 of 20

ITEN
NO.

REQUIREMENT

?ROJECT: Diablo Can on
PROGRAH AND

PROCEDURE

REFERENCES

YES N/A

PROGRAH REVIEW CHECKLIST
VII Control of Purchased gaterial~

Sub ect: Equipment, and Services (App. 8) Pa e 1 of 2

REVIEW COHHENTS

Measures shaLL be established to
assure that purchased material,
equipment, and services, Mhether
purchased directly or through con-
tractors and subcontractors~ con-
form to the procurement documents.

4.3 ,X
I

What procurement
documents'endor-suppliedcomputer programs

are verified and certified.

2. These measures shaLL incLude pro-
visions, as appropriate, for source
evaluation and selection, objective
evidence of quality furnished by
the contractor or subcontractor,
inspection at the contractor or
subcontractor source and examina-
tion of products upon delivery.

4.9 The QA Manager audits applicable
portions of the subcontractor's
program; no procedures or criteria
are given. The Project Manager
maintains surveillance; no
procedures or criteria are given.
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PROGRAM REVIEW CHECKLIST

'RGJECT: Diablo Can on Sub ect: XVI Corrective Action (App. B) Pa e 1 of 2

iTEM
NO.

REQUIREMENT

PROGRAM AND

PROCEDURE

REFERENCES.
YES NO N/A REVIEW COMMENTS

Measures shall be established to
assure that conditions adverse to
quality, such as failures, malfunc-
tions, deficiencies, deviations,
defective material and equipmenti
and nonconformances are promptly
identified and corrected.

6.1 The only reference to corrective
action is for internal audit !

deficiencies. There is no mention
of using corrective action to
prevent recurrence rather than to
resolve discrepancies.

In the case of significant condi-
tions adverse to quality, the mea-
sures shaLL assure that the cause
of the condition is determinedi and
corrective action taken to preclude
repetition.

6.1
I

See item 1. Cause and precluding
repetition are not mentioned.

URS/Blume — March 5, 1982
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URS/BLUME Page 17 of

PROGRAM REVIEW CHECKLIST

?ROJECT: Diablo Can on 'Sub ect: Pa e of

ITEM
NO.

REJUIREMENT

PROGRAM AND

PROCEDURE

REFERENCES

YES NO N/A REVIEW COMMENTS

Sufficient records shall be main-
tained to furnish evidence of activi
ties affecting quality.

5.1
5.2

All quality-related
records are controlled.

2. The records shaLL include at Least
the following: Operating Logs and
the results of reviewsi inspections J
tests, audits, monitoring of work
performances and materials analyses.
The records shaLL also include
closely-related data such as quali-
ficat ions of personnel, procedures,
and equipment.

5.1

3. Inspection and test records shall,
as a minimum, identify the inspec-
tor or data recorders the type of
observation, the results, the
acceptability, and the action taken
in connection with any deficiencies
noted.

X
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?ROJECT: Diablo Can on

PROGRAM REVIEW CHECKLIST
1

I

Sub ect: XVII Qualit Assurance Records (A . 8) Pa e 2 of 2

ITEM
NO.

REQUIREMENT

PROGRAM AND

PROCEDURE

REFERENCES

YES NO N/A REVIEW COMMENTS

4 Records shall be identifiable and
retrievable. Consistent with appli-
cable regulatory requirements, the
applicant shaLL establish require-
ments concerning record retention,
such as duration, Locationi and
assigned responsibility.

5.2 Retention schedule is included;
location requirements are not
specific.
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I ~

PROGRAM REVIEW CHECKLIST

?ROJECT: Diablo Can on Sub ect: XVIII Audits (A . 8) Pa e 2 of 2

ITEM
NO.

4

REQUIREMENT

Follow-up action, including reaudit
of deficient areasi shall be taken
where indicated.

PROGRAM AND

PROCEDURE

REFERENCES

6.1

YES NO N/A REVIEW COMMENTS

!

Project Manager performs correct-
ive action; QA Engineer
verifies it.

? a a
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APPENDIX D

Letter, D. A. Lang to J. 0. Schuyler

Quality Assurance for URS/Blume work for the

Diablo Canyon Project 8/30/77
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URS."JOHN 4. BLUF'iE 8 ASSOCtAI ESI ENGtNEERS
)30 JESSIE STREET (AT NEVf MONTGOMERY)

SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORN)A"94105
TEL: t415) 397.2525

CABLE: BLUMENGRS

Augus 30; 1977
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II >'f ti IIIw
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Hr. J. 0. Schuyler
Mana er, Nuclear Projects
Pacific Gas 4 Electric Comuany
77 Beale. Street,.Room 2645B
San Francisco, CA 94106 ~

)NCLEAR P"0)iCIS
jSH DEPART MENT

SEP 2 1977

Fl!.E

DAIk

SUBJECT: Quality Assurance for URS/Blume Nork
for the Diablo Canyon Project

REFERENCE: URS/Blume Quality Assurance M"nua1

Dear hlr. Schuyler:

This letter sunuari es the quality assurance procedu=es followed in -he
cou"se of our work on the Diablo Canyon project D.ue to the =act.that.
the present 10CFRSO, Appendix B quality assurance requirements came into
existence well after our work on Diablo Canyon was begun, it is necessa-.~
to separate ou" work into three par s.

Since our work on the DDE analysis of Diablo Canyon (pre-Hosgri) predated
formal QA requirements, we followed good engineering analysis practices
including checking of all calculations, com uter ro rams, and re orts.

the save thorough engineering practices and in addition included many of
the fo—....al quality assurance requirements specified in 10CFRSQ, Appendix
B. Our presen- and future work on the structural modif'cat ons to the
Turbire Building will employ complete quality assurance requirements in
accordance with the URS/Blume Quality Assurance hfanual..

In general, the URS/Blume quality assurance standards require th ee primary
areas o action during the course of a project: design'control, doc ~ent
control, and audits. Design control requires conformance to regulations in
the following eleven categories:

l. Criteria, o. Basis for Desi n

a. h'ill be clear and complete.
b. URS/Glume Project Manager is responsible for development.
c. URS/Blume Division Director is respons'ble for approval and

client agreement.
d. Cannot be changed informally. All changes w. 11 be made

according to Quality Assurance Manual section ori revisions.

2. Calculations

a- hhy 'oe hand or computer.
URS/Blume — March 5, 1982
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M.". J. 0. Schuyler

UPS
AN l4:KAtJ';Ai P4Qcg55yQ. g g~ pCsg ~

August 30, 1977

b. Index for all calculations will be included.
c. Will show all applicable criteria, assumptions, and refer-

ences.
d. Will show enough so that any qualified engineer not familiax

with the pxoject can understand what is being done.
e. Verification of results: sign off by originator and checker.

URS/Blume Project Manager signature indicates completion.
f. Revisions according to Quality Assurance Manual.

Comnuter. Pro rams

b.

Co

d.

All programs used on quality assurance projects are verified
.programs. (In the event an unverified program is used, a
second prog am will be run as a check.]
All certi ied programs will be logged with name, version,
principal use, and personnel available for consultation.
In-house programs will be certified by our computer group.
Certification involves documentation of everything that went
into making up the program (flow charts, listings, usex
manuals, «nd vcrii.ication ot output).
Outside programs: ver'fication calculat ons will be available.
Where verification is done outside the company, documentation
will be on file as part of the project documents.
Modifications: all modifications to programs will be approved
by the URS/Blume Division Dixector. Modifications will be
made only to copies of the program, never to original versions.
All modifications will be documented. Modified programs will
be logged with proper version of identification after they have
been certified.

~orawin s

a. All drawings will be checked for compliance t.o calculations,
project criteria.

b. Final approval by the URS/Blume Project Manager.
c. Index of all drawings will be maintained by the chief draftsman.
d. Revisions to drawings, will be documented and follow the same

checking procedures as or'igi:nals.

5. Field Investigation

a. All ~ield»'ork will be documented.
b. Equipment and instrumentation used in the field will bc cali-

brated, and calibration records»ill be filed with the project
docurients.

Interface Control

a. UPS/Blume Project Manager is
p ocedures between URS/Blume
o other engineers).

responsible for establishing the
and other organi"ations (arch'tects

URS/Blume - March 5, 1982
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Mr. J. 0. Schuyler August 30 19Il

b. URS/Blume Quality Assurance hfanager revie»s all procedures
to assure compliance with quality assurance procedures.c.'ll procedures are documented.

d. Obj ective of'nterface control is to keep all involved
part's inxormed and prevent unnecessary rework.

7. Restarts

a. URS/Blume Division Director has overall responsibility for
incor-.ution and recommendations.

b. URS/Blume Project hfanager responsible for preparation.
c. Revisions documented and reviewed; one copy to project files.

8. Suecifications

a. URS/Blume Pxoject hhnager has major responsibility.
b. All specifications shall be checked for agreement to project-

dra»ings and other proj ect
requirements.'.

Hancled s'milarly to reports.

9. Subcontractors

a. hh.st hive quality assurance program o be subject to p o-
cedures of URS/Blume Quality Assurance hfanual.

b. UPS/Blume Project hhnager responsible for selecting'subcontrac-
tors+

c. URS/Blume Quality Assurance hlanager responsible for subcontrac-
tors'ompliance to a quality assurance pxog am. Must approve
subcont".'actors before selection.

a. There will be at least one rev'ew per project, depending upon
project si"e.

b. A revie» will be a check of selected portions of a project, to
assure conformance to the project criteria and project require-
ments as well as a spot check of calculations.

c. hnenever possible, the quality assurance review will be
performed by qualified persons not work'ng on the project.

d. All discrepancies will be identified and documented.
e. A design review report will summarixe all discrepancies and

corrective act ion taken.

11. Revisions

a. No revi.s'ons will be made without proper documentation.
b. Revisions and all necessary documentation apply only to approved

documents.

The control of quality-related documents rcouirc that file re"'sters or
indexes be maintained at all locations where quality assurance requxred««""en ation is stored. The retention of all docu;..ants will3e as direc ed

URS/Blume — March 5, 1982
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by PGFE. An index of all material in the Document Control Center will be
naint"ined by URS/Blume.

Internal audits will be performed within URS/Blume to verify that quality
assurance standards have been properly implemen-ed and are functioning
effec-'vely. Audit teans will be made up of members of the firm not in-
vblved n the project. Pre- and post-audit meetings will be held to prepare
for the audit and to discuss any discrepancies found. All audits will be
completel) documented.

A co...pilation of the quality assurance requirements»hich have been or are
being met for the Tu"bine Building nodifications and the recent 1josgri
evaluation work are sho»a in Attachment A.

The measures described herein represent a summary of the quality assurance
requirements. specified in the URS/Blume Quality Assurance Manual. Ne will
be happy to provide you with a morc detailed description should you requ're.

Very truly yours,

URS/JOB'S A. BLU!12 6 ASSOCIATES, ENGINEERS

C~
Dav A. Lang
Project Manager

DAL:bern

Attachment

cc: Mr. Vince Ghio/PGKE
'hl~<arrel 1' o1 1 ey/PG6E
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ATTACiDIZNT A

URS/BLU'bfE OU'LITY ASSVI'" l'CE

DIABLO CANYON NUCLEAR POhTR PI 4ii

DESIGN CONTROL
TURBIN|: BUILDING

HODI IC" IO"S
RECENT lIOSGR:

REEVALUATI0!l 1''OR!:

1. CRITERIA

2. CALCULATIONS

S. COhPUTER PROGRAh1S

4. DBANINGS

5. FIELD INVESTIGATIOINS

6. INTERFACE CONTROL

7. REPORTS

8. SPECIFICATIONS

9. SUBCONTRACTORS

0

0

N/A

0

10. DESI'EVIENS

ll. REVISIONS

DOCL'h~i'hi CONTROL

AUDITS

REQUIREh-NT WET OR BEING hiET

0 REQUIR"? u™NT NOT hl""T

N/A NOT APPLICABLE
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APPENDIX E

Comments Noted During the URS/Blume Revievr
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1. July 10, 1967, supplement to Earthquake Design
Criteria modified January 12, 1967, Report, not
later June 6, 1967 Report.

2. Observed some unchecked and undated calculations.
t

3. No objective evidence of quality assurance
requirements applied to subcontracted services.

4. "Specification for Seismic Review of Major
Structures for 7.5M Hosgri Earthquake", February
2, 1977, revised February 8, 1977 was signed on
cover sheet by Division Director, R. P. Gallagher
April 5, 1979. This refers to "URS;John A. Blume
8 Assoc., Engeers, Diablo Canyon, Hosgri 7.5M
Blume 5, Newmark Spectra Plots,'eport to PGhE
September 22, 1976: Found a preliminary report
in files dated September 22, 1976. Could not
find final report. Was said that FSAR acceptance
is final report.

5. Could not verify PGSE approval of QA Manual,
Revision 2, November 19, 1976, which was QAM
submitted to RFR, Inc. as applicable for Phase
One review.

6. The first internal QA audit was performed in
1979.

70 Revision 7 of the QAM, October 1, 1979 resulted
from the PGSE audit of April 23 — May 24, 1979,
was approved contractually by PGSE on June 3,
1980 and is applicable to work in-process.
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